Construction operations are often repetitive not only in terms of time (the same tasks are performed over and over) but also in terms of space (the same tasks are repeated at several places, such as different floors in a high-rise building). Thus, construction simulation models in general must be cyclic to represent temporal repetitions, but also scaleable to represent spatial repetitions.
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This paper presents the mechanisms for preprocessor replacement and automatic code generation that have been designed and implemented to facilitate the development of scaleable simulation models in STROBOSCOPE, a general-purpose discrete-event simulation system developed by the authors. There is an entire class of problems, however, for which this approach does not work. A typical example is the vertical transportation of people (e.g., construction labor) in a high-rise building (e.g., with more than 50 floors) using multiple elevators that may or may not span the entire height of the building.
In such cases, the queuing behavior at each floor, although similar to that of other floors, needs to be modeled separately. For example, to collect statistics about the number of people waiting for elevator service at each floor and for each direction of travel, the model must include two queues per floor, one for the people waiting to go up and another for those waiting to go down. Thus, a building with 50 floors would require the arduous task of defining 98 queues (the 1' and 50' floors only need one queue) and at least 196 links (one link for entering and another for leaving each queue). Lumping all these queues into two global queues (one for all the people waiting, to go up and one for all the people waiting to go down) trades this problem for another. While it eliminates the need to define multiple queues and links, it also prevents the automatic collection of any per-floor statistics. Thus, the problem now requires the definition of twc~statistics collectors per floor, while ensuring that these collectors receive the correct data every time a person enters or leaves the global waiting queues at a particular floor.
The same type of problem occurs when modeling a horizontal transportation system, such as the interterminal bus service at an airport. As the number of repetitive units increase (such as the floors in a building or the number of terminals at an airport), simulation models must be augmented with new modeling elements to represent the new floors or terminals.
A convenient solution to this type of problems is to create scaleable simulation models at the "rneta" level that can create detailed simulation models at the simulation language level. Thus, a scaleable simulation model must have the capability to generate simulation code that defines any number of simulation elements (e.g., activities, queues, links, etc.) as necessary to match their real counterparts. This paper describes the facilities for statement preprocessing and automatic code generation provided within STROBOSCOPE l[STate and ResOurce Based Simulation of Construction Processes), a simulation language developed by the authors based on activity-scanning.
The elevator problem is used as an example to illustrate these capabilities.
MODELING ELEVATOR OPERATIONS
The facilities for creating scaleable simulation models will be described by using as an example a building served by a single elevator. This fairly complex problem has been adapted from (Law and Kelton 1991) In addition to being interesting, this problem was also selected because the "classical" elevator problem (even with simplified control logic) is one of the most difficult problems for simulation languages to model and verify. It has been estimated, for example, that the elevator problem (with much simpler control logic than the example described below) requires an expected modeling effort of 20-30 hours of work (Chisman 1996) .
EXAMPLE PROBLEM STATEMENT
A five-story building is served by a six-person elevator.
People arrive to the ground floor (floor 1) with independent exponential interarrkd times having a mean of 1 minute. A person will go to each of the four upper floors with probability 0.25. It takes the elevator 15 seconds to travel up or down one floor. For simplicity it will be assumed that the elevator loading and unloading time at any floor is zero. The length of stay of a person at a particular floor is distributed uniformly between 15 and 120 minutes. When a person leaves floor i = 2,3,4,5, he or she will go to floor 1 with probability 0.7, and will go to each of the other three floors with probability 0.1. A person coming down to floor 1 departs from the building immediately.
When the elevator is going up, it will continue in that direction if a current passenger wants to go to a higher floor or if a person on a higher floor wants to get on the elevator. When the elevator is going down, it will continue in that direction if it has at least one passenger or if there is a waiting passenger at a lower floor. When the elevator stops at floor i = 2, 3, 4 while going up (down), it picks up only those people at that floor that want to go up (down). If the arriving elevator does not have enough room to get all the people waiting at a particular floor, the excess remain in queue. 
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
A scaleable simulation model for this problem has been developed using STROBOSCOPE, a general-purpose simulation programming language based on activityscanning.
A complete description of STROBOSCOPE appears in (Martinez 1996) . Example applications can be found in (Martinez, Ioannou, and Carr 1994; Martinez and Ioannou 1994, 1995; Ioannou and Martinez 1995 , 1996a , 1996b Figure 1 . From a tactical point of view, this network can be divided into two parts. The eight queues enclosed by the dashed lines (QIU, Q2U, Q3U, Q4U, Q2D, Q3D, Q4D, and Q5D) as well as the 16 links that enter and depart these queues represent the scaleable portion of the network. The four queues ending in U represent the people waiting at the corresponding floor for the elevator to go up. Similarly, the four queues ending in D represent the people waiting for the elevator to go down. Thus, each of these queues is specific to a particular floor and a direction of movement (up or down). To increase the number of floors in the building it is necessary to define additional network elements: two queues and four links per floor.
The remainder of the simulation network represents the cycle of loading and moving the elevator from one floor to the next. The main network elements in this cycle are the activities EnterElev and MoveElev. Notice that this cycle is not specific to any particular floor, nor does it depend on the number of floors. The most crucial element of this model is to specify the precise conditions under which the combli activity EnterElev can start. This combi is preceded by nine queues (eight people queues and one elevator queue). Obviously, the only hard requirement for EnterElev to be able to start is the availability of the elevator (i.e., that the ElevQ queue be non-empty). This requirement, however, does not hold true for the eight people queues. Because the elevator should be able to move to another floor even when all these queues are empty (this occurs Once the decision to start EnterElev is made (because its sentuphore is true and the elevator is waiting in ElevQ), the elevator is certain to move to another floor.
The issue now is to determine the direction of travel: up or down? This decision is made on the beforedraws event of the EnterElev combi (i.e., before the combi EnterElev draws the elevator and possibly any people as new passengers). On this event, the model sets the EDirection property of the elevator to one of three values: "1" to indicate "going up", "-l" to indicate "going down" and "O" to indicate "idle at base floor". Once the decision has been made to move the elevator in a specific direction (i.e., EDirection is set), the next issue is to decide which one (if any) of the eight people queues will be allowed to have the people waiting there enter the elevator. This is accomplished by evaluating the drawwhere attribute of the links from each of the eight people queues to the EnterElev activity. The drawwhere attribute of a link is a filter that is evaluated for each of the characterized resources residing in the preceding queue to determine those that can be drawn through the link. Only those characterized resources that pass the filter can pass though the link. Clearly, the statements specifying the drawwhere attributes for these links are repetitive and should be generated automatically as described in the next section.
Two SaveProps (i.e., assignable properties) for the people compound resource are CurFloor and Direction (i.e., the floor on which the person is now and the direction helshe wants to move to). The drawwhere attribute of the links simply states that only those people that are on the same floor as the elevator and want to move in the elevator's current direction should be allowed to board. The number of people allowed to board is regulated by the link's drawuntil attribute. The expression for this attribute is the same for all links and allows loading people until the number of passengers equals the capacity of the elevator. Again, the drawuntil statements are repetitive and their specification in a generic manner is presented in the next section. After the elevator loads the people currently waiting at the same floor and wishing to go in its own direction (up to its capacity), the combi activity EnterElev can start. Upon start-up, the elevator property EPeopleCount is updated to reflect the current number of passengers inside the elevator.
The EnterElev combi has zero dtu-ation and terminates immediately after it starts. Its termination leads to the assembly node AttachPeople where the newly loaded passengers are attached to the elevator compound resource (and join the rest of the passengers already attached). The loaded elevator is then routed as one compound resource to the MoveElev activity where it spends an amount of time equal to the duration of a onefloor move. The above examples are not the only places where the elevator model requires the use of preprocessing and automatic code generation. This capability isalso needed to produce the required output at appropriate points during simulation run-time and after the simulation is completed. For example, automatic code generation is used to generate STROBOSCOPE statements that produce animation instructions for PROOF Animation The model presented above is not the onlly way to make the elevator problem scaleable. As mentioned earlier, it is possible to lump the separate "up" and "down" queues for each floor into two global "up" and 
